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Summary

A key limitation impeding the implementation of genomics-based selection for
locally important beef breeds is the initial costs involved in generating sufficient
high-density genotypic data to set up genomic selection pipelines. There is a need to
incorporate sustainable scientific methodology such as genotype imputation to save
on genotyping costs. The aim of this research was to assess factors that might
influence the accuracy of imputation, with a focus on the South African
Drakensberger, which is an economically important Sanga beef cattle breed in South
Africa. FImpute software was used to perform imputation from a mimicked ~12K
SNP panel to a ~120K panel (GGP HD 150K SNP data) based on pedigree and
genomic information. Results indicated improved imputation accuracies for larger
reference population sizes (allele concordance = 98.5%) and closer genetic
relatedness between test- and reference populations (allele concordance = 99.4%
when both parents are included). Imputation could be performed more accurately for
certain autosomes (BTA20: allele concordance = 99.0%% versus BTA23: allele
concordance = 98.2%), which can be attributed to inter-chromosomal differences in
population-specific genetic parameters. Results highlighted the importance of
accurate pedigree records and close within-breed relatedness in optimizing imputation
for genetically heterogeneous breeds. Factors discussed in this study will impact on
future sampling and genotyping endeavours and determine how different markers and
chromosomes are accounted for in applying imputation towards genomic selection.
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Introduction

Global forecasts of growing human population size coupled with parallel growth in
animal protein demand, in the midst of intensifying environmental conditions, calls
for sustainable livestock production solutions. The South African (SA) beef industry
is composed of uniquely adapted Sanga cattle that have proven to perform favourably
under the diverse conditions of the country. The SA Drakensberger is a medium-
framed Sanga cattle breed with a sleek, black coat (Rege & Tawah, 1999). The breed
is widely distributed across SA and enjoys the highest market share of Sanga cattle in
the beef sector second to the composite SA Bonsmara (Bisschoff & Lotriet, 2013).
The SA Drakensberger’s competitiveness in the feedlot as well as its hardiness and
adaptability under extensive grazing has sparked interest in incorporating genomic
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information to aid in breed improvement.
The cost of generating high-density (HD) genotypic information for large

numbers of animals is financially prohibitive in the developing world. Coupled with
the complexity of the SA beef industry, which consists of approximately 30 breeds, it
is difficult to prioritize single breeds in efforts to improve selection strategies with
genomics. Within the context of the beef sector as a whole, there is therefore a need
to impliment strategies to save on genotyping costs. Imputation methodology will
allow the generation of predicted genomic information for indigenous breeds without
incurring the costs of high-density genotyping. Reduction in genotyping costs will
allow the accumilation of sufficient genotyped animals to construct breed-specific
reference populations for genomic selection (GS). Using imputed markers in
downstream analyses, however, will only be viable if the inference of genotypes is
accurate and reliable.

Autosomal SNP profiles of Sanga cattle have revealed genomic signatures
descending from taurine, indicine and unique African cattle ancestors (Makina et al.,
2016). In contrast to a breed such as the SA Bonsmara that was developed from
experimental crossings, the exact evolutionary history of the SA Drakensberger is still
debatable. The genome architecture of this breed is therefore expected to be
heterogeneous. It is uncertain how this will affect genomic methodologies. The
introduction of imputation towards GS will require validation of the methodology for
Sanga breeds. Troubleshooting and optimization of this methodology for a prominent
Sanga breed such as the SA Drakensberger might produce transferable results that can
be used as guidelines for application in other smaller indigenous breeds in the future.
The aim of this study was to investigate factors influencing imputation accuracy (IA),
and therefore the utility of imputation, for the SA Drakensberger cattle breed.

Material and methods

In this study, 620 cattle (184 bulls, 436 cows) originating from approximately 40
breeders across SA were sampled. DNA was extracted from hair samples and SNP
genotypes were generated using the GeneSeek Genomic Profiler HD (150k) bovine
beadchip.

Pre-imputation quality control (QC) was performed using PLINK (Purcell et
al., 2007). Sample-based QC removed animals with low call rates (<90%) as well as
trios or pairs displaying >10% Mendelian inconsistencies. SNPs on non-autosomal
chromosomes, with unknown or duplicated genomic positions or that displayed low
call rates (<90%) were removed from further analyses. SNPs were mapped to the
UMD3.1 bovine reference genome. SNP maps were updated with iConvert v1.0
software (Nicolazzi et al., 2016). The merged, quality filtered data set was then split
into different reference- (RP) and target population (TP) subsets according to
mimicked genotyping scenarios summarized in Table 1 (Addendum A).

FImpute software (Sargolzaei et al., 2014) was used to perform phasing and
imputation based on pedigree- (parentage and familial linkage between sampled
animals) and estimated population-specific linkage disequilibrium (LD) information.
Two measures of IA were calculated, namely genotype- (GCR) and allele
concordance rate (ACR). These measures quantify the proportion of correctly
imputed genotypes and alleles, respectively. Due to the fact that most GS algorithms
assume additive allele effects and the focus being to validate imputation towards GS,
ACR was prioritized as a measure of IA.
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Results and discussion

After QC procedures, 606 animals (180 bulls, 426 cows) and 123 505 SNPs remained
for imputation analysis. The 123 505 SNPs were retained as the high-density (HD)
panel, while 10% (every tenth SNP, 12 351 SNPs) were retained to mimic a low-
density (LD) panel. The remaining 90% (111 154 SNPs) were masked and imputed
for the TP based on the RP. As depicted in Table 2, IA was generally high and
improved with a larger RP size (ACRscenario 1=98.5% versus ACRscenario 2=98.1%).

Table 2. Imputation accuracies for different reference population sizes
Scenario Mean GCR (range) SD1 Mean ACR (range) SD1

1 0.969 (0.804-0.991) 0.033 0.985 (0.905-0.996) 0.016

2 0.961 (0.784-0.995) 0.036 0.981 (0.895-0.997) 0.017
1SD=standard deviation

Using FImpute in beef cattle, Ventura et al. (2014) and Chud et al. (2015)
observed concordance rate ranges of 54 to 97%, and 60 to 98%, for Canadian
crossbreds and Brazilian composites, respectively. Similarly, specific animals
consistently showed lower IA. The animal displaying the lowest IA, for example,
(ACRscenario 1=90.5%; ACRscenario 2=89.5%) was an outlier (<mean-3SD) and upon
further investigation had unknown maternal pedigree information. The influence of
familial relationships between reference- and test populations was then tested and is
visually represented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The effect of familial relationships on imputation accuracy

The average IA was higher across animals with both parents (ACRscenario

3=99.4%) as opposed to no parents in the RP (ACRscenario 3=98.2%). This observation
highlights the importance of correct pedigree recording in future genomic studies, as
incorrect parentage assignment adversely affects the reliability of imputed genotypes
in genomic applications.

IA furthermore varied between autosomes and ranged from 98.2% (BTA23) to
99.0% (BTA20). Inter-chromosomal differences in IAs are illustrated in Figure 2
(Addendum B). Chud et al. (2015), for example, similarly observed IA variation
between autosomes in Brazilian composite beef cattle. Sanga cattle were developed
from hybridization between taurine-, indicine- and African subspecies. Discrepancies
in IA between autosomes were therefore expected and presumably resulted from high
haplotype diversity and inter-chromosomal differences in population-specific SNP
parameters such as minor allele frequency (MAF) and LD.
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Conclusion

Results presented here serve to elucidate factors that will impact on the reliability of
using imputed genotypes to cost effectively implement genomics-based breed
improvement methodologies for a prominent Sanga breed in the SA beef industry. It
can be concluded that both quantity and quality of the genetic resources sampled is
important in establishing a breed-representative reference population towards assuring
accurate imputation, especially for breeds with uncertain ancestral backgrounds. As a
population-specific application, imputation will need to be optimized for the SA
Drakensberger by accounting for genetic characteristics specific to the breed.
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Addendum A

Table 1. Summary of genotyping scenarios tested.
Scenario %RP:%TP (RP:TP)1 TP criteria Reason
1 90:10 (545:61) 61 youngest animals

(unrelated to RP)
To test the
influence of RP
size on IA22 75:25 (454:152) 152 youngest animals

(unrelated to RP)
3 85:15 (513:93) 31 animals with either no,

one or two parents in the
RP

To test the
influence of RP
composition on IA2

1%RP:%TP=percentage ratio of reference- to target population size, RP:TP=animal number ratio of
reference- to target population size; 2IA=Imputation accuracy
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Addendum B

Figure 2. Inter-chromosomal differences in IA


